Individual Batten Bar ID Form

Please fill out as many dimensions as possible and return to ATP for identification. We look forward to identifying your needs!

CAR RUNNING MARK(s): ____________________________________________________________

A = INSIDE TROUGH TO CENTERLINE OF PIN: ....................................................

B = TOP OF TROUGH TO CENTERLINE OF PIN: ....... ____________ ABOVE OR BELOW

C = PIN DIAMETER (CIRCLE ONE): ................................................................. 3/8" 1/2" 7/8"

D = WIDTH OF LOOP AT PIN: .................................................................

E = INSIDE OF TROUGH TO INSIDE FACE OF LOCK (IRE ONLY): ......................

F = TOP OF TROUGH TO TOP OF LOCK TAB: ........ ____________ ABOVE OR BELOW

G = STYLE OF LOCK TAB (CIRCLE ONE): ................................................ IRE ACF ROM

H = INSIDE TROUGH WIDTH (CIRCLE ONE): .................................................. 20" 24" 30"

I = OVERALL LENGTH FROM CENTERLINE OF PIN: ..............................................